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The Nifty closed higher (at 11,877, up 3.5% MoM) for the second consecutive month in Oct’19 on the back of

improved global cues,hopes offurther policy actions and a good festive season helped revive sentiments.

Corporate commentaries in the on-going 2QFY20 result season turned‘marginally better’.

While FIIs continued their buying streak in Oct’19 (inflows doubled from USD1b in Sep’19 to USD2.1b in

Oct’19),DII inflows remained subdued at USD0.7b.

We believe, economic activity needs to come back to full throttle for the mid-cap companies to reap the

benefits,which is still some time away.

Valuation and View

Source : MOSPI, RBI, Bloomberg, Reuters & Markit Economics
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Empirical evidence is clearthat it is practically impossible to gauge how lowthe stock price can go if it is caught in

vicious cycle of deterioration in one or a combination of the following factors-declining operating environment,

deteriorating investor sentiment towards the stock,systemic risk,questions on corporate governance and risk of

default.

The right question to ask: ‘Is the business model and long term growth outlook largely intact?’: However,what is

possible to analyse is whether (i) the business model including long term prospects are largely intact, (ii) the

business qualifies as a going concern (risk of bankruptcy due to unsustainable financial leverage), (iii) is

undergoing temporary issues like aggressive competition / cyclical downturn; and (iv) valuation stands at lower

end of long-term range (10-year range).

Key positives are improving liquidity conditions, declining interest rates, improving NPA cycle, gradual

improvement in industry credit growth, de-risking of corporate balance sheets, lower crude oil prices, strong

policy environment and high political stability.

Faster resumption of government spending amid renewed push for credit by PSU banks following front-loaded

recapitalization of Rs700bn is likely to marginally improve sentiments in rural India once banks’push agriculture

credit.
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Despite persistent negative new flows on high frequency indicators, at the moment, in our view, the market is

ignoring near-term earnings and growth concerns and focusing on long-term reforms (Tax cuts,

Disinvestment/Privatization,potential cuts in income tax rates/DDT/LTCG,etc.).

� An improvement in global cues (easing of the US-China trade war, range-bound crude oil prices, monetary

easing bythe US Fed,US equity markets at new high) is also aiding sentiment.We also expectthe governmentto

maintain its policy/reform momentum and announce more initiatives in the coming days. Some of the key

monitorables from a near-term perspective include:

(a) Pick-up in rural consumption,

(b) Progress on key stressed asset resolution and IBC cases,and

(c) Potential tax changes in Personal Income tax,Dividend Distribution tax and Long-term Capital Gains tax.

Directionally,we are beginning to build a portfolio for the next 3 year cycle, looking to replace overpriced safe haven

quality stocks with ‘structurally strong, cyclically challenged’value stocks trading at bottom of the cycle valuations

based on their lastten yeartrading history.
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The impounded liquidity is beginning to find its way back to the domestic economy due to lower CAD, better

capital account flows,easing monetary conditions and increasing Central Govt.spend esp.clearing of past dues/

refunds.While these are early signs,if this sustains for another 3 months,we should see demand start recovering

in Fy21.

Moreover, rising food and gold prices as well as Govt. spend on rural initiatives over the past year, bode well for

rural demand.

Metal, crude oil and its derivatives and coal and coal-linked prices are down sharply over the past few months,

which can be a material tailwind for gross margins and working capital going into Fy21.



Fixed Income Outlook

� Central banks in advanced economies expected to “pause” over the medium term even as they continue to remain

accommodative.

India inflation expected to pick up in coming months,but RBI likelyto still have some room forfurther rate easing.

Led by a fiscal drag,term structure of local rates remains steep as compared to historical spreads

Unexpectedly high buildup in systemic liquidity could further see short/mid end outperformance, but could also risk

mispricing of bond spreads.

We see value in“carry”assets,and expectto play duration tactically.
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Overnight rate (NSE MIBOR) (%)

10-Year G-sec yield

3 Month CDs rate

6 month CDs rate

12 month CDs rate

Currency - USD/INR

10 Year (U.S.) Treasury Yield

(%)

(%)

(%)

(%)
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5.45% 5.45% 5.20% 5.25%

6.68% 6.74% 6.58% 6.64%

5.60% 5.60% 5.10% 5.10%

6.10% 6.10% 5.60% 5.60%

6.40% 6.40% 5.90% 5.90%

70.65 71.72 70.65 70.98

1.67% 1.86% 1.51% 1.69%

Global Cues
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September 2019 Month Opening Intra Month High Intra Month Low Month Closing

� The U.S Federal Reserve expectedly cut interest rates for the 3rd time this year by 25 bps to a range of 1.50%-1.75%, but

dropped the “will act as appropriate to sustain the expansion” phrase in its statement which could likely signal a pause on

rate cuts overthe medium term.

The ECB kept interest rates as well as its forward guidance unchanged,suggesting that its policy interest rate will remain at

the current level or lower until there is strong evidence of a pick-up in inflation.

The IMF further reduced its global economic growth forecast to 3% this year from 3.3% in April, the slowest pace since the

2008 financial crisis and down from 3.8% in 2017.

The WTO cut its global trade growth forecast for this year to the weakest level in a decade,as higher import tariffs continue

to strangle international trade.

The U.S and China announced an interim (phased) trade agreement,which promises relief after 16 months of negotiations,

however,there remains considerable uncertainty as to whether any comprehensive trade deal will be reached.

The EU agreed to a U.K government’s requestto delay Brexit by another 3 months by offering a“flextension”orthe choice to

leave the EU on or before January 31,2020 with the Brexit saga turning even more uncertain with another general election

(being seen as a proxy referendum) due in December.
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Source : MOSPI, RBI, Bloomberg, Reuters & Markit Economics

� The World Bank cut India’s FY2020 GDP growth to 6% (from 7.5% in April) and was soon joined by the IMF, which slashed

India’s 2019 GDP growth rate projections to 6.1% from the 7% it had forecast inJuly.

Central government fiscal deficit, up to September 2019, increased to INR 6.5 lakh crs. (92.6% of the FY 2019-20 budgeted

target) compared with INR 5.5 lakh crs.(78.7%) atthe end ofthe previous month.

Led by higherfood prices,retail inflation rose higherthan expected to a 14-month high of 3.99% in September 2019,from an

upwardly revised 3.28% in the previous month.Core Inflation softened howeverto ~4.1%.

Banking system liquidity remained buoyant, moving deeper into surplus in October, with the central bank’s liquidity

operations (LAF) absorbing an average INR 1.97 lakh crs.during the month,higherthan INR 1.20 lakh crs.in September.

Foreign funds (FPIs) turned buyers in the debt markets,buying (net) debt worth INR 3,670 crs. in October,after having sold

(net) debtworth INR 990 crs.in the previous month.

Amidst continuing central bank intervention and positive foreign portfolio inflows during the month, foreign exchange

reserves rose from USD 434.6 billion in September 2019 and reached to a new life-time high of USD 442.6 billion as on

month ending October 2019.
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Domestic macros
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